USE OF TALLESCOPES
These manufacturer’s instructions are specifically
applicable to Tallescopes used in indoor theatres & similar
premises with horizontal (level) stages. For raked or
sloping surfaces contact Aluminium Access Products Ltd.

1. A logbook shall be kept for each Tallescope.
2. At least two technicians working on the job shall have been fully trained by the
manufacturer or competent training by a provider agreed with the manufacturer and
carry proof of this training.
3.The Tallescope shall be inspected annually by the manufacturer or by an
inspector approved by the manufacturer, repaired if needed by the manufacturer or
his approved agent and be certified as in good working order.
4. A visual inspection shall be made before each use of the Tallescope. If there is
found to be any fault, the Tallescope shall be taken out of service immediately,
labelled as NOT TO BE USED, and the defect noted in the log book.
5. The Tallescope shall be erected and used in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions. If only two stabilisers (outriggers) are deployed, the Tallescope must
not be moved with a person in the cage.
6. Four stabilisers (outriggers) shall be deployed at all times if it is intended to move
the Tallescope with a person in the cage:
a) there shall be at least two technicians who have been trained (such as the
technician in the cage and the supervisor). The letter ‘M’ on the training card will
indicate that such training has taken place.
b) there shall be a supervisor who is not moving the Tallescope.
c) there shall be no obstructions along the route of movement at stage level or
overhead.
d) the stabilisers (outriggers) must be locked off just above the floor (not more than
10mm above the floor).
e) the Tallescope must only be moved along it’s longest axis.
f) movement of the Tallescope shall be by pushing and pulling on the extended
uprights on the base frames (trunions) and NOT on the diagonals.
g) the Tallescope shall only be moved slowly and smoothly (not more than 0.5m per
second/ 1 mph).
h) the Tallescope must be moved by at least two people; the technician pushing the
Tallescope must confirm that there are no hazards at stage level and the technician
pulling the Tallescope must confirm that there are no overhead hazards.

i) the technician in the cage must maintain a firm handhold whilst the Tallescope is
being moved.
j) the technician in the cage shall instruct the technicians moving the Tallescope
and the instructions acknowledged before moment occurs.
k) the castor brakes shall be applied before any work other than light work begins
(light work is such as focussing luminaries; any work involving exertion or lateral
pressure is not light work).
l) the details of each job and the personnel must be recorded in the log book and be
signed off by the trained persons present.
7. It is the responsibility of the trained operatives to ensure that all assistants have
had adequate information to enable them to carry out their responsibilities.
8. If an operative becomes incapacitated within the cage, he/she may not have the
ability for self-rescue. There must therefore be a rescue plan agreed in advance for
use in these circumstances.
9. For further information see Code of Practice for use of Tallescopes for working at
height in theatres (ABTT 2014).

